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ADDENDUM NO. 2 

to 

MassDevelopment Request for Qualifications  

for  

Specialized Economic Development, Transformative 

Development, and Real Estate Services 

 

 

Response to Questions 

Posted February 16, 2021 

 

 

Q1: We are trying to determine the overall program volume. Is there a total budget 

available over contract period?  

A1: This request is not an inquiry directly relating to this RFQ. MassDevelopment would 

be able to provide this information, however, this request is of a magnitude or 

difficulty that we suggest contacting our Records Access Officer in the manner set 

forth in the Public Records section of our website. 

 

Q2: Can you please let us know the average number of task orders issued per year? Is 

there a range of the value of each task order?  

A2: Under a house doctor contract, services are requested by MassDevelopment on an as-

needed basis at its sole discretion. MassDevelopment staff reach out to consultants 

with relevant experience for individual projects and ask them to submit a scope of 

work tailored to the project. While each house doctor contract is established with a 

maximum dollar value cap in order to accommodate several projects, 

MassDevelopment does not represent or otherwise guarantee that any minimum 

quantity or value of services will be requested of any particular consultant. 

 

Q3: Can you provide the list of existing House Doctors?  

A3: This request is not an inquiry directly relating to this RFQ. MassDevelopment would 

be able to provide this information, however, this request is of a magnitude or 

difficulty that we suggest contacting our Records Access Officer in the manner set 

forth in the Public Records section of our website. 

 

Q4: RFP asks for “no more than 5 highly relevant projects in the past 5 years”. We 

will be submitting along with at least one partner firm, so is this stipulation for 

the team, or for each firm on the team? Similarly, are the 3 references for the 

team or for each firm?  

A4: Please submit whatever relevant projects best represent the team that is applying. 

Projects done by the team are preferable. Otherwise, submit projects that show the 

breadth of experience covered by the team.  
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Q5: How long do House Doctor arrangements remain in place?  

A5: MassDevelopment will enter into contracts with qualified consultants for a base term 

of two years, with an option to extend the contract for one year with the agreement of 

both parties.  

 

Q6:    If a firm only uses active transportation and, when necessary, car share programs 

(e.g. Zipcar) for its mobility needs, how would you recommend they approach the 

provision of Auto Liability coverage?  

A6: A respondent must include a rationale for deviations of coverage that is related to the 

work that the respondent/consultant would be performing (discussing related risks). 

We encourage you to apply to the RFQ with evidence of what levels of insurance you 

carry and what insurance you are willing to obtain to meet the requirements as stated in 

the RFQ. Any requests for exceptions to the insurance requirements as presented in the 

RFQ should be included with the proposal submission. That does not guarantee, 

however, that any exceptions will be accepted by MassDevelopment. 

 

Q7: How should a firm approach Workers Compensation as a policy requirement if 

they are a collaborative of independent consultants (1099) and do not have W2 

employees? 

A7:  All employers operating in Massachusetts are required to carry Workers’ Compensation 

insurance for their employees and themselves if they are an employee of their company. 

Members of a limited liability company (LLC), partners of a limited liability partnership 

(LLP), or sole proprietors of an unincorporated business aren’t required to carry Workers’ 

Compensation insurance for themselves. This exemption does not apply to employees who 

are not members of the LLC or LLP. Qualified 1099 independent contractors are not 

required to carry Workes’ Compensation insurance.   

 

Q8:   I am a current house doctor and plan to submit a response with a team that 

includes firms that are not current house doctors.  Should the proposal include 

only the more detailed information for the team members who are not house 

doctors and the less detailed information for team members who have been house 

doctors during the past year.   

A8:   Yes.  

 

Q9: Would we need to provide actual Certificate(s) of Insurance as part of this 

proposal, or only once we are selected and proceed to contract?  

A9: Evidence of insurance in the amounts as presented in the RFQ is required as part of the 

proposal submission. A final Certificate of Insurance with the required additional 

insured language will be required before final execution of any contract. 

 

Q10: What is a "multi-tiered client" (in #7B, on p. 9)?   

A10: Multi-tiered client refers to how MassDevelopment will serve as the primary client for 

many of these projects, but the end user will be a municipality, non-profit, private 

developer, or other entity. Thus, consultants must show they can work with multiple 

types of clients and end users.  
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Q11: #7C states that "tasks may be assigned to the consultant which require immediate 

action with little to no lead time" -- as a sole proprietor, this makes me 

nervous.  Will we be contractually bound to meet such requests if, when and on 

what timeline they are made?  

A11: No work will be assigned to house doctors without their agreement in a separate 

Delivery Order for the project itself. While MassDevelopment is looking for 

consultants who will be able to take on work quickly, it works with a number of 

consultants of different sizes so that case-by-case needs can be met.  

 

Q12: Regarding Exhibit C, are we required to submit the DBE narrative as part of this 

proposal, or only once we are selected and proceed to contract?  While I am 

firmly committed to these goals both ideologically and professionally, I am a sole 

proprietor -- my firm is currently listed as a Participating Massachusetts Small 

Business -- and having to put together something so extensive without any 

certainty that my firm will be selected or that selection will lead to actual work 

seems quite onerous.  Irrespective of the nature of the requirement or my 

commitment to its goals, I have long held that such prior-to-selection 

requirements effectively serve as a deterrent to and competitive disadvantage for 

small businesses (like mine) which do not have separate marketing departments 

set up for this very purpose.   

A12: The DBE Participation Schedule and narrative must be completed and returned with 

respondent’s proposal. The narrative should explain the respondent’s good faith efforts 

regarding DBE outreach. If there are reasons that respondent has not sought out DBE 

participation at the consultant or subcontract/sub-consultant level, those reasons should 

be articulated in the narrative. There is no required length of response for the narrative, 

which can be a simple paragraph in support of the Agency’s policy for encouraging 

diverse business participation in its contracting. 


